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PROOF OF THE GGS CONJECTURE
Travis Schedler
Abstract. We prove the GGS conjecture [GGS] (1993), which gives a particu-
larly simple explicit quantization of classical r-matrices for Lie algebras gl(n), in
terms of a matrix R ∈ Matn(C) ⊗Matn(C) which satisfies the quantum Yang-
Baxter equation (QYBE) and the Hecke condition, whose quasiclassical limit is r.
The r-matrices were classified by Belavin and Drinfeld in the 1980’s in terms of
combinatorial objects known as Belavin-Drinfeld triples. We prove this conjecture
by showing that the GGS matrix coincides with another quantization from [ESS],
which is a more general construction. We do this by explicitly expanding the prod-
uct from [ESS] using detailed combinatorial analysis in terms of Belavin-Drinfeld
triples.
1. Introduction
In the 1980’s, Belavin and Drinfeld classified solutions r of the classical Yang-
Baxter equation (CYBE) for simple Lie algebras g satisfying 0 6= r+r21 ∈ (S2g)g
[BD]. They proved that all such solutions fall into finitely many continuous
families and introduced combinatorial objects to label these families, Belavin-
Drinfeld triples (see Section 1.1). In 1993, Gerstenhaber, Giaquinto, and Schack
attempted to quantize such solutions for Lie algebras sl(n). As a result, they
formulated a conjecture stating that certain explicitly given elements RGGS ∈
Matn(C) ⊗Matn(C) satisfy the quantum Yang-Baxter equation (QYBE) and
the Hecke relation [GGS]. Specifically, the conjecture assigns a family of such
elements to any Belavin-Drinfeld triple of type An−1. This conjecture is stated
in Section 1.2.
Recently, Etingof, Schiffmann, and the author found an explicit quantization
of all r-matrices from the Belavin-Drinfeld list. They did so by twisting the
coproduct in the Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum group Uq(g). For g = gl(n), one can
evaluate the universal R-matrix of the twisted Uq(g) in the vector representation
of Uq(g). This gives an element RJ of Matn(C) ⊗Matn(C) which satisfies the
QYBE and the Hecke relation. This element is presented in Section 1.3.
In this paper I show that the elements RJ and RGGS from [ESS] and [GGS]
coincide. This proves the GGS conjecture. This is done by explicitly expanding
the formula for RJ using combinatorial techniques involving Belavin-Drinfeld
triples. The proof occupies all of Section 2.
Revision received September 19, 2000.
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Remark 1.1. Note that the GGS conjecture was proved in some special cases
(the Cremmer-Gervais and orthogonal disjoint cases) by Hodges in [H2] and [H].
The GGS conjecture was proved in some additional cases (orthogonal generalized
disjoint) by the author in [S2]. Also, the disjoint case was completed in [S2] by
Pavel Etingof and the author.
Remark 1.2. The author actually found the matrix RJ with the help of a
computer before the general twist given in [ESS] was found. The matrix was
constructed to coincide with the GGS matrix in many cases, and motivated in
part the general construction given in [ESS]. See [S] for details. Also, many
steps of this proof were motivated by and checked with computer programs.
1.1. Belavin-Drinfeld triples. Let (ei), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, be the standard basis for
Cn. Let Γ = {ei − ei+1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1} be the set of simple roots of sl(n). We
will use the notation αi ≡ ei − ei+1. Let (, ) denote the inner product on Cn
having (ei) as an orthonormal basis.
Definition 1.1. [BD] A Belavin-Drinfeld triple of type An−1 is a triple
(T,Γ1,Γ2) where Γ1,Γ2 ⊂ Γ and T : Γ1 → Γ2 is a bijection, satisfying two
relations:
(a) T preserves the inner product: ∀α, β ∈ Γ1, (Tα, Tβ) = (α, β).
(b) T is nilpotent: ∀α ∈ Γ1, ∃k ∈ N such that T kα /∈ Γ1.
Let g = gl(n) be the Lie algebra of complex n × n matrices. Let h ⊂ g be
the subspace of diagonal matrices. Elements of Cn define linear functions on h
by
(∑
i λiei
)(∑
i ai eii
)
=
∑
i λiai. Let P =
∑
1≤i,j≤n eij ⊗ eji be the Casimir
element inverse to the standard form on g. It is easy to see that P (w⊗v) = v⊗w,
for any v, w ∈ Cn. Let P 0 =
∑
i eii ⊗ eii be the projection of P to h⊗ h.
For any Belavin-Drinfeld triple, consider the following equations for s ∈ h∧h:
∀α ∈ Γ1,
[
(α− Tα)⊗ 1
]
s =
1
2
[
(α+ Tα)⊗ 1
]
P 0.(1.1)
Belavin and Drinfeld showed that solutions r ∈ g ⊗ g of the CYBE satisfying
r + r21 = P , up to isomorphism, are given by a discrete datum (the Belavin-
Drinfeld triple) and a continuous datum (a solution s ∈ h∧ h of (1.1)). We now
describe this classification.
For α = ei − ej , set eα ≡ eij . Define |α| = |j − i|. For any Y ⊂ Γ, set
Y˜ = {α ∈ Span(Y ) | α = ei − ej , i < j} (the set of positive roots of the
subalgebra of sl(n) having Y as the set of simple roots). In particular we will
often use the notation Γ˜, Γ˜1, Γ˜2. We extend T additively to a map Γ˜1 → Γ˜2,
i.e. T (α + β) = Tα + Tβ. Whenever T kα = β for k ≥ 1, we say α ≺ β.
Clearly ≺ is a partial ordering on Γ˜. We will also use α≺β to denote α ≺ β or
α = β. Suppose T kα = β for α = ei − ej and β = el − em. Then there are two
possibilities on how T k sends α to β, since T is an automorphism of the Dynkin
diagram. Namely, either T k(αi) = αl and T
k(αj−1) = αm−1, or T
k(αi) = αm−1
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and T k(αj−1) = αl. In the former case, call T
k orientation-preserving on α, and
in the latter, orientation-reversing on α. Let
Cα,β =
{
1, if T k reverses orientation on α,
0, if T k preserves orientation on α.
(1.2)
Now we define
a =
∑
α≺β
(−1)Cα,β(|α|−1)(e−α ⊗ eβ − eβ ⊗ e−α),(1.3)
rst =
1
2
∑
i
eii ⊗ eii +
∑
α∈Γ˜
e−α ⊗ eα, r = s+ a+ rst,(1.4)
(rst ∈ g⊗ g is the standard solution of the CYBE satisfying rst+ r21st = P .) The
element r is the solution of the CYBE corresponding to the data ((Γ1,Γ2, T ), s).
It follows from [BD] that any solution r˜ ∈ g, r˜ + r˜21 = P is equivalent to such a
solution r under an automorphism of g.
1.2. The GGS conjecture. The GGS conjecture suggests a quantization of
the matrix r given in (1.4), given by a matrix R ∈ Matn(C) ⊗Matn(C) con-
jectured to satisfy the quantum Yang-Baxter equation (QYBE), R12R13R23 =
R23R13R12, and the Hecke relation, (PR− q)(PR+ q−1) = 0. This may be for-
mulated and justified as follows (which is more or less the original motivation).
If we write R ≡ 1+2~r+4~2t (mod ~3), where q ≡ e~, then we can consider
the constraints imposed by the QYBE and the Hecke relation modulo ~3. One
may easily check that the QYBE becomes the CYBE for r, while the Hecke
relation becomes the condition t+ t21 = r2. Since it is not difficult to see that r2
is symmetric, the unique symmetric choice for t is t = 12r
2 = 12 (s
2+(a+ rst)s+
s(a+ rst) + ε) where
ε = arst + rsta+ a
2.(1.5)
Proposition 1.1. There exist unique polynomials Pi,j,k,l of the form
xqy(q − q−1)z, x, y ∈ C, z ∈ {0, 1} such that
∑
i,j,k,l Pi,j,k,leij ⊗ ekl ≡ 1 + 2~r +
2~2r2 (mod ~3).
Proof. The proof is easy.
Definition 1.2. Define RGGS =
∑
i,j,k,l Pi,j,k,leij⊗ekl, with the Pi,j,k,l uniquely
determined by Proposition 1.1. The matrix RGGS is called the GGS R-matrix.
We will use the notation x =
∑
i,j,k,l x
jl
ikeij ⊗ ekl for elements x ∈Matn(C)⊗
Matn(C). Define the following matrices:
a˜ =
∑
i,j,k,l
ajlikq
a
jl
ik
ε
jl
ikeij ⊗ ekl, R¯GGS = Rst + (q − q
−1)a˜,(1.6)
where Rst = q
∑
i eii⊗eii+
∑
i6=j eii⊗ejj+(q−q
−1)
∑
i>j eij⊗eji is the standard
Drinfeld-Jimbo solution to the QYBE, which is a quantization of rst.
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Proposition 1.2. The matrix RGGS equals q
sR¯GGS q
s.
Proof. This is a straightforward computation.
Remark 1.3. We see that RGGS ≡ q2r (mod ~3), although RGGS 6= q2r in
general.
Conjecture 1.1. “the GGS conjecture” [GGS] The matrix RGGS satisfies
the QYBE and the Hecke relation.
Remark 1.4. It is sufficient to check the QYBE for one value of s since the
space of solutions to the homogeneous equation corresponding to (1.1) is exactly
the space Λ2l where l ⊂ h is the space of all x such that (x, α) = (x, Tα) for any
α ∈ Γ1. Indeed, it is easy to see that x ∈ l implies [1⊗x+x⊗ 1, RGGS] = 0, and
it follows that qyRGGSq
y satisfies the QYBE iff RGGS does, for any y ∈ Λ
2l.
Remark 1.5. Our formulation is from [GH], correcting misprints. The original
formulation in [GGS] is somewhat different. We will write xq−1 to denote the
matrix x with q−1 substituted for q. Define (x ⊗ y)T = xT ⊗ yT where xT is
the transpose of x, for x, y ∈Matn(C). Then, the original form of RGGS can be
written as follows:
R = q−s
(
Rst + (q
−1 − q)a˜Tq−1
)
q−s.(1.7)
We have RGGS−RTq−1 = q
s(q− q−1)Pqs = (q− q−1)P . Thus, RGGS satisfies the
Hecke relation iff R satisfies the Hecke relation. In this case, we have PRT
q−1
=
(PRGGS)
−1, so RT
q−1
= (R−1GGS)
21, and thus R satisfies the QYBE iff RGGS does.
Thus, the two formulations are equivalent.
1.3. Passed T -pairs and a combinatorial formula for ε. In this section
we give a combinatorial formula for ε. First let us introduce some definitions,
which will be used in this formula as well as in the proof of the main theorem.
Definition 1.3. A positive T -pair is a pair (T kα,−α) for k > 0. We define the
order to be Ord(T kα,−α) = k. The set of positive T -pairs is denoted TP+.
In Section 2, we will also define negative T -pairs, but so far we don’t need
them.
Definition 1.4. If α = ei−ej ∈ Γ˜1 satisfies the property that T kα = ej−e2j−i
for some k > 0, we say its right-passing order is k, and denote it by POr(α) = k.
If there is no such k, say POr(α) =∞. Similarly define left-passing order POl.
Definition 1.5. A positive T -pair (β,−α) is right-passed if
Ord(β,−α) > POr(α) and Cα,β = Cα,POr(α). We say that (β,−α) is half
right-passed if Ord(β,−α) = POr(α). Similarly define the left versions, and
we denote the sets of all such T -pairs by PTP r+, HPTP
r
+, PTP
l
+, and HPTP
l
+
(right-passed, half right-passed, left-passed, half left-passed, respectively). The
+ subscripts indicate positive T -pairs.
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Definition 1.6. For a positive T -pair (β,−α), we define P r(β,−α) to be 1 if
(β,−α) ∈ PTP r+,
1
2 if (β,−α) ∈ HPTP
r
+, and otherwise 0. Similarly define
P l(β,−α). It will be useful to define symmetric and anti-symmetric versions:
P s = P r + P l, P a = P r − P l.
This allows us to state a simple combinatorial formula for ε:
Proposition 1.3. We may rewrite ε as follows:
(1.8) ε =
−
∑
α≺β
(−1)Cα,β(|α|−1)
[
P s(β,−α) + Cα,β(|α| − 1)
]
(eβ ⊗ e−α + e−α ⊗ eβ).
Proof. This is proved in Section 2.1 and also follows from the proof of the main
theorem, Theorem 1.2 (see Remark 2.1 for details).
Corollary 1.1. R¯GGS is given as follows:
(1.9) R¯GGS =
∑
α≺β
(q − q−1)(−1)Cα,β(|α|−1)
[
q−P
s(β,−α)−Cα,β(|α|−1)(e−α ⊗ eβ)
− qP
s(β,−α)+Cα,β(|α|−1)(eβ ⊗ e−α)
]
+Rst
Proof. Clear.
Example 1.1. For a given n, there are exactly φ(n) triples (φ is the Euler
φ-function) in which |Γ1|+1 = |Γ| [GG]. These are called generalized Cremmer-
Gervais triples. These are indexed by m ∈ Z+, where gcd(n,m) = 1, and given
by Γ1 = Γ\{αn−m}, Γ2 = Γ\{αm}, and T (αi) = αRes(i+m), where Res gives the
residue modulo n in {1, . . . , n}. For these triples, there is a unique s with first
component having trace 0, which is given by siiii = 0, ∀i, and s
ij
ij =
1
2−
1
n
Res( j−i
m
)
for i 6= j (this is easy to verify directly and is also given in [GG]). With this s,
RGGS has a very nice combinatorial formula, which was conjectured by Giaquinto
and checked in some cases. We now state and prove this formula.
Proposition 1.4. RGGS is given as follows for generalized Cremmer-Gervais
triples:
(1.10) RGGS =
qsRstq
s +
∑
α≺β
(q − q−1)
[
q
−2Ord(β,−α)
n (e−α ⊗ eβ)− q
2Ord(β,−α)
n (eβ ⊗ e−α)
]
.
Proof. See Appendix A.
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1.4. The ESS twist and the main theorem. In [ESS], an explicit quanti-
zation is given for any classical r-matrix described in Section 1.1. This is given
by a twist of the standard coproduct on the quantum universal enveloping al-
gebra Uq(g). In particular, in the n-dimensional representation, this gives an
element J ∈ Matn(C) ⊗ Matn(C) so that RJ = qsJ−1RstJ21qs satisfies the
QYBE and the Hecke relation. In fact, J is triangular, i.e. J = 1 + N and
N =
∑
α,β∈Γ˜Nα,βeβ ⊗ e−α.
Suppose we are given T so that maxx∈TP+Ord(x) = m. Define the following
matrices:
Jk = 1 +
∑
β=Tkα
(−q)−Cα,β(|α|−1)qP
a(β,−α)(q − q−1)eβ ⊗ e−α,(1.11)
J =
m∏
i=1
Ji, R¯J = J
−1RstJ
21, RJ = q
sR¯Jq
s.(1.12)
Theorem 1.1. [ESS] The element RJ satisfies the QYBE and the Hecke rela-
tion.
Now, we state the main theorem of this paper:
Theorem 1.2. For any given T and s, RJ = RGGS.
This theorem clearly implies the GGS conjecture.
2. Proof of the main theorem
2.1. T -quadruples.
Overview 2.1. In this section we will introduce combinatorial objects and ar-
guments which are sufficient to prove the combinatorial formula for ε (1.8). To
do this, we wish to directly expand (1.5). This involves expanding a quadratic
expression in terms of the form eβ ⊗ e−α and e−α ⊗ eβ for α≺β. Most of the
monomials in the expansion are zero. Thus, the first step is to restrict our at-
tention to those that are not. In this vein, we define compatible T -quadruples
(Definition 2.9). To further simplify the formula for ε, we will have to show that
most of these monomials cancel pairwise. This is accomplished with bijections
φ, ψ, ψl, and ψr (Definitions 2.13-2.15) between the corresponding T -quadruples.
Notation 2.1. For all of section 2 we will not need to refer to the dimension of
the representation (formerly n), so we will reuse n for other purposes.
Definition 2.1. For any subset Y ⊂ Γ, define Y¯ = (Y˜ ∪−Y˜ ).
Definition 2.2. Let TP− = {(−α, β) ∈ −Γ˜ × Γ˜ | α≺β}. These will be
called negative T -pairs. We define Ord(−α, T kα) = k, and P ∗(−α, T kα) =
P ∗(T kα,−α) for ∗ ∈ {l, r, a, s}.
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Note 2.1. For negative T -pairs, we allow the order to be zero, but not for
positive ones!
Definition 2.3. For x ∈ TP , define Sx = 1 if x ∈ TP+ and Sx = −1 if x ∈ TP−.
Definition 2.4. We define PTP ∗− and HPTP
∗
− just as in the positive case,
but with components in T -pairs permuted. Let PTP ∗ = PTP ∗− ∪ PTP
∗
+ and
HPTP ∗ = HPTP ∗− ∪HPTP
∗
+.
Note 2.2. Note that all passed elements must have positive order, so there is
nothing new in the case of negative passed T -pairs.
Definition 2.5. For x = (β,−α) ∈ TP+, set xl = α and xh = β (lower, higher,
respectively.) For x = (−α, β) ∈ TP−, similarly set xl = α and xh = β.
Lemma 2.1. An element x ∈ TP is uniquely given by xl, xh, and the sign of x.
Proof. This is obvious.
For convenience, we will often give elements x ∈ TP in terms of xl, xh, and
the sign of x.
Definition 2.6. For convenience, we will say that POl(x) = POl(xl) and
POr(x) = POr(xl) for T -pairs x.
Definition 2.7. For any pair x = (α, β) ∈ Γ¯× Γ¯, define Ex to be Ex = eα⊗ eβ.
We will, however, only consider cases where x = (ei−ej, ek−el) and i+k = j+l.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose x1, . . . , xn ∈ TP . Then, if Ex1 · · ·Exn 6= 0, then there
is a unique z ∈ Γ¯ × Γ¯ such that Ez = Ex1 · · ·Exn. Namely, this is given by
componentwise addition of all xi.
Proof. This follows from nilpotency. It is easy to see that we need only show
that Ex1 · · ·Exn 6= eii ⊗ ejj for any i and j. Equivalently, we have to show that
the componentwise addition of all xi is not (0, 0).
First, we generalize Ord and ≺. Clearly, every α ∈ Γ˜ can be written as α =∑m
i=1 αki for some ki. We say that α≺˜β for α, β ∈ Γ˜ if α =
∑m
i=1 αki and β =∑m
i=1 T
liαki for nonnegative integers li. In this case, we define O˜rd(−α, β) =
O˜rd(β,−α) =
∑
i li. Note that, when x ∈ TP , O˜rd(x) = |x|Ord(x).
Now, we set T˜ P+ = {(β,−α) ∈ Γ˜×−Γ˜ | α≺˜β, α 6= β} and T˜ P− = {(−α, β) ∈
−Γ˜× Γ˜ | α≺˜β}. Let T˜ P = T˜ P− ∪ T˜ P+ ∪ {(0, 0)} and let O˜rd(0, 0) = 0. We see
that componentwise addition of two elements of T˜ P , if in Γ¯× Γ¯∪{(0, 0)}, yields
another element of T˜ P , where the orders are summed. In particular, this means
that, when x + y = (0, 0), for x, y ∈ T˜ P , then x = y = (0, 0). Since TP ⊂ T˜ P ,
it follows that any componentwise sum of elements of TP , if in Γ¯× Γ¯, yields a
nonzero element of T˜ P . This is all we need.
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Definition 2.8. Define Q : TPn → TP ∪ {0} as follows. When Ex1 · · ·Exn =
Ez, z ∈ Γ¯× Γ¯, for xi ∈ TP , Q(x1, . . . , xn) = z. Otherwise, Q(x1, . . . , xn) = 0.
We now apply these general definitions to the task of setting aside the impor-
tant subsets of TP × TP . These subsets parameterize nonzero terms that arise
upon expansion of ε.
Definition 2.9. Define CTQ,CTQs, and CTQo (compatible T -quadruples of
same/opposite sign) by
CTQ = {(x, y) ∈ TP × TP | ExEy 6= 0},(2.1)
CTQs = CTQ ∩ (TP+ × TP+ ∪ TP− × TP−),(2.2)
CTQo = CTQ ∩ (TP+ × TP− ∪ TP− × TP+).(2.3)
Definition 2.10. Define CTQis, CTQ
c
s, CTQ
d
s (increasing, constant, and de-
creasing in order) by
CTQis = {(x, y) ∈ CTQs | Ord(x) < Ord(y)},(2.4)
CTQcs = {(x, y) ∈ CTQs | Ord(x) = Ord(y)},(2.5)
CTQds = {(x, y) ∈ CTQs | Ord(x) > Ord(y)}.(2.6)
Lemma 2.3. For any (x, y) ∈ CTQo, |x| 6= |y|.
Proof. If |x| = |y|, then it is clear from (x, y) ∈ CTQo that x = −y, negating in
each component. But then Ord(x) = −Ord(y), which is impossible.
Definition 2.11. Define CTQio and CTQ
d
o (increasing and decreasing in size)
by
CTQio = {(x, y) ∈ CTQo | |x| < |y|},(2.7)
CTQdo = {(x, y) ∈ CTQo | |x| > |y|}.(2.8)
Note 2.3. CTQo and CTQs are partitioned into increasing and decreasing
quadruples by different criteria (size and order, respectively)! It turns out that
these criteria are the useful ones.
Now we define good and bad subsets of the sets we have defined.
Definition 2.12.
GCTQs = {(x, y) ∈ CTQs | Ord(x)−Ord(y) does not divide Ord(x)},(2.9)
GCTQo = {(x, y) ∈ CTQo | |x| − |y| does not divide |x|},(2.10)
and BCTQ∗ = CTQ∗ \GCTQ∗. Moreover, set GCTQ∗2∗1 = GCTQ∗1 ∩ CTQ
∗2
∗1
and similarly for BCTQ.
Note 2.4. The definitions above are symmetric in the two components of T -
quadruples because (a − b) divides a iff (a− b) divides b iff (b − a) divides a iff
(b− a) divides b.
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Note 2.5. In the following definitions, particularly in the orientation-reversing
cases, it may not be completely obvious that the maps have the images indicated
(i.e. are well-defined). See Proposition 2.1 for well-definition.
Definition 2.13. We define φ : CTQo → CTQs ∪ PTP ∪ HPTP−. We first
consider the increasing case. Take (x, y) ∈ CTQio and suppose xl = ej − ej+|x|,
xh = ek − ek+|x|, yl = ek+|x|−|y| − ek+|x|, and yh = ej − ej+|y|. Suppose that
|x| = p(|y| − |x|) + q for 0 ≤ q < |y| − |x|. If q 6= 0 (i.e. (x, y) is good), then
set φ(x, y) = (u, v) where u and v have the same sign as y and are given by
ul = ek+|x|−|y|+q − ek, uh = ej+|x| − ej+|y|−q, vl = ek+|x|−|y| − ek+|x|−|y|+q, and
vh = ej+|y|−q− ej+|y|. In other words, u and v are the unique same-sign T -pairs
such that |v| = q and Q(u, v) = Q(x, y). In the case that (x, y) is bad, we simply
set φ(x, y) = Q(x, y).
In the good decreasing case, we take (y, x) ∈ GCTQdo, set q and p as above,
and again let φ(y, x) = (v, u) where v, u are the unique T -pairs with the same
sign as y such that |v| = q and Q(v, u) = Q(y, x). In the bad decreasing case,
we again set φ(y, x) = Q(y, x).
Definition 2.14. We define ψ : CTQs \ CTQcs → CTQo as follows. Take
(u, v) ∈ CTQis. If (u, v) is good, i.e. Ord(v) − Ord(u) does not divide Ord(u),
then write Ord(u) = p[Ord(v)−Ord(u)]+ q for 0 < q < Ord(v)−Ord(u). In the
case (u, v) is bad, i.e. Ord(v)−Ord(u) divides Ord(u), we again write Ord(u) =
p[Ord(v)−Ord(u)] + q, this time choosing q = 0 when (u, v) ∈ TP−× TP− and
q = Ord(v)−Ord(u) when (u, v) ∈ TP+×TP+. Then, we define ψ(u, v) = (x, y)
where y has the same sign as u and v, while x has the opposite sign, and
xl = (T
q+T q+Ord(v)−Ord(u)+ . . .+T q+(p−1)(Ord(v)−Ord(u)))(ul+ vl)+T
Ord(u)vl,
xh = (T
Ord(v)−Ord(u) + T 2[Ord(v)−Ord(u)] + . . . + T p(Ord(v)−Ord(u)))(ul + vl) +
T (p+1)(Ord(v)−Ord(u))vl, yl = (1 + T
Ord(v)−Ord(u) + . . .+ T p(Ord(v)−Ord(u)))(ul +
vl) + T
(p+1)(Ord(v)−Ord(u))vl, and yh = (T
q + T q+(Ord(v)−Ord(u)) + . . .+ TOrd(u))
(ul + vl) + T
Ord(v)vl.
In the case of decreasing quadruples, we begin with (v, u) ∈ CTQds and set
ψ(v, u) = (y, x), with y, x, p, and q all defined as above.
Definition 2.15. We similarly define ψr : PTP r ∪ HPTP r− → CTQ
i
o and
ψl : PTP l∪HPTP l− → CTQ
d
o. Suppose v ∈ PTP
r ∪HPTP r−. If v is good, i.e.
POr(v) does not divide Ord(v), we write Ord(v) = pPOr(v) + q for 0 < q <
POr(v). If v is bad, i.e. POr(v) divides Ord(v), we set q = 0 when v ∈ TP−
and q = POr(v) when v ∈ TP+, and again write Ord(v) = pPO
r(v) + q. Now,
we define ψr(v) = (x, y) where y has the same sign as v, x has the opposite
sign, and xl = (T
q + T q+PO
r(v) + . . . + T q+(p−1)PO
r(v))vl, xh = (T
POr(v) +
T 2PO
r(v) + . . . + T pPO
r(v))vl, yl = (1 + T
POr(v) + . . . + T pPO
r(v))vl, and yh =
(T q + T q+PO
r(v) + . . . + T q+pPO
r(v))vl. For v ∈ PTP l ∪ HPTP l−, we define
ψl(v) = (y, x), with y, x, p, and q all defined as above.
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Note 2.6. We had to define two separate maps ψr and ψl because sometimes
HPTP r− ∪ PTP
r and HPTP l− ∪ PTP
l intersect, and ψl and ψr do not agree.
Definition 2.16. We say that a pair x = (β,−α) ∈ TP+ reverses orientation
if Cα,β = 1, and in this case, we set Cx = 1. Otherwise x preserves orientation
and Cx = 0. For negative pairs x = (−α, β) ∈ TP−, we say x preserves ori-
entation and Cx = 1 if α = β; otherwise, we set Cx = C(β,−α) and say that x
preserves/reverses orientation iff (β,−α) does.
Definition 2.17. Define sq, s : TP
n → Z[q, q−1] as follows: sq(x1, . . . , xn) =
(−q)−Cx1(|x1|−1)−...−Cxn (|xn|−1) and s = s1.
Lemma 2.4. If (u, v) ∈ CTQis then u preserves orientation. In the event v
reverses orientation, then Ord(u) < Ord(v)2 . If (x, y) ∈ CTQ
i
o, then y preserves
orientation. In the event x reverses orientation, |x| ≤ |y|2 . The same results
hold considering (v, u) ∈ CTQds and (y, x) ∈ CTQ
d
o, respectively.
Proof. In the first case, if u reversed orientation, then TOrd(u)(vl) = vh, thus
Ord(u) = Ord(v) by nilpotency—this is a contradiction. On the other hand,
when v reverses orientation, TOrd(v)−Ord(u) must reverse orientation, and thus
by nilpotency cannot be defined on all of ul+vl. Thus Ord(v)−Ord(u) < Ord(u),
hence the desired result. The second case follows easily from nilpotency.
Proposition 2.1. The maps φ
∣∣
GCTQo
: GCTQo → CTQs \ CTQcs and ψ :
CTQs \ CTQ
c
s → GCTQo are inverse to each other. The maps φ
∣∣
BCTQio
:
BCTQio → PTP
r ∪ HPTP r− and ψ
r : PTP r ∪ HPTP r− → BCTQ
i
o are in-
verse to each other. Finally, the maps φ
∣∣
BCTQdo
: BCTQdo → PTP
l ∪ HPTP l−
and ψl : PTP l ∪ HPTP l− → BCTQ
d
o are inverse to each other. All maps
φ, ψ, ψr, and ψl preserve Q and sq.
Proof. The fact that the maps are well-defined, inverse to each other, and pre-
serve Q is easy to see from construction when orientations are preserved (it
helps to draw a picture). Also, when orientations are preserved, sq is trivially
preserved.
So it remains to consider orientation-reversing cases. Given (x, y) ∈ CTQio,
if orientation is reversed in x or y, it can only be reversed in x, and |x| ≤ |y|2
by Lemma 2.4. In the case |x| 6= |y|2 , it follows that φ(x, y) = (u, v) ∈ CTQ
i
s,
where u preserves orientation, v reverses orientation, |v| = |x|, and Ord(y) =
Ord(u) < Ord(v) − Ord(u) = Ord(x) + Ord(y). So sq and Q are preserved,
and ψ(u, v) = (x, y). If, instead, |x| = |y|2 , then φ(x, y) = v, where |v| = |x|,
v ∈ PTP r ∪HPTP r−, and v reverses orientation. Again, sq and Q are preserved
and ψr(v) = (x, y).
Now consider an element (u, v) ∈ CTQis\CTQ
c
s in which either u or v reverses
orientation. By Lemma 2.4, only v reverses orientation and Ord(u) < Ord(v)2 . So,
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we get ψ(u, v) = (x, y) ∈ CTQio where Ord(u) = Ord(y),Ord(v) = 2Ord(y) +
Ord(x), |x| = |v|, |y| = 2|v|+ |u|. In this case, x reverses orientation and y does
not, so Q and sq are preserved, and clearly φ(x, y) = (u, v). Finally, suppose
v ∈ PTP r∪HPTP r− reverses orientation. By definition, this means that T
POr(v)
reverses orientation on v. By nilpotency, Ord(v) < 2POr(v), and it follows that
ψr(v) = (x, y) ∈ CTQio. We then have |x| = |v|,Ord(v) = 2Ord(y) + Ord(x),
and POr(v) = Ord(x) + Ord(y). It follows that x reverses orientation, and so
sq and Q are preserved, and φ(x, y) = v.
The decreasing and left cases follow in exactly the same way as the increasing
and right cases.
Corollary 2.1. Suppose (x, y) ∈ CTQio. If φ(x, y) = (u, v) and not all of
x, y, u, v preserve orientation, then x, v reverse orientation, y, u preserve ori-
entation, and |x| = |v|. If φ(x, y) = v and not all of v, x, y preserve orientation,
then x, v reverse orientation, y preserves orientation, and |x| = |v|. The same
facts hold under the assumptions (y, x) ∈ CTQdo with φ(y, x) = (v, u) or v.
Proof. This follows directly from the argument above.
Lemma 2.5.
∑
(x,y)∈CTQcs
s(x, y)EQ(x,y) =
∑
x∈TP (1 − |x|)s(x)CxEx.
Proof. Fix a choice of sign ± for this proof. Clearly, whenever ExEy 6= 0,
Ord(x) = Ord(y), and x, y ∈ TP±, then Cx = Cy = 1. In this case, s(x)s(y) =
−s(Q(x, y)), as Q(x, y) also has reversed orientation and the same order as x
and y. It remains only to see that, for any z ∈ TP± with Cz = 1, there are
|z| − 1 ways of writing Ez = ExEy for x, y ∈ TP±, and they all are of this form.
The formula follows immediately.
Direct proof of Proposition 1.3. Set b =
∑
i eii ⊗ eii and
P− =
∑
i<j eji ⊗ eij , so that rst = b+ P−. Then, using φ and ψ,
(2.11) a2 + arst + rsta = a
2 + aP− + P−a+
1
2
(ab+ ba)
=
∑
(x,y)∈CTQs
s(x, y)EQ(x,y) −
∑
(x,y)∈CTQo
s(x, y)EQ(x,y) −
1
2
∑
x∈HPTP
Sxs(x)Ex
= −
∑
x∈HPTP−∪PTP
s(x)Ex +
∑
(x,y)∈CTQcs
s(x, y)EQ(x,y) −
1
2
∑
x∈HPTP
Sxs(x)Ex
=
∑
x∈TP
(1− |x|)s(x)CxEx −
∑
x∈PTP
s(x)Ex −
1
2
∑
x∈HPTP
s(x)Ex.
Equation (1.8) follows immediately.
Remark 2.1. The combinatorial formula 1.8 for ε also follows from the proof
of Theorem 1.2. Namely, in the proof we actually show that RJ has the form
of RGGS but we use the combinatorial formula (1.8) for ε instead of the original
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one. On the other hand, since the combinatorial formula (1.8) is symmetric, and
because RJ satisfies the QYBE and the Hecke relation, RJ must be the unique
element satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 1.1 by the discussion in Section
1.2. The proof of Proposition 1.3 above is, however, given for pedagogical reasons
and because the results used will be needed later.
2.2. Passing properties of T -quadruples.
Overview 2.2. By passing properties of a T -pair we mean information about
its left- and right-passing order. In particular, usually we will be concerned with
whether a pair is (half) right- or (half) left-passed.
In this section, we will list all possible passing properties of compatible in-
creasing and decreasing quadruples, in connection with those properties of their
images under φ or ψ. These results, Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8, are essential in order
to consider quadratic terms which arise in the Hecke condition for RGGS, which
are similar to those in the formula for ε but include powers of q which depend
on the passing properties. As a consequence of these results, one can prove the
Hecke condition for RGGS directly (see [S2]).
In order to prove these results, we will first need to develop some more pow-
erful combinatorial tools and notation regarding Belavin-Drinfeld triples. The
combinatorics can best be pictured on the Dynkin diagram for sl(n). We picture
this diagram as the line segment [1, n] with integer vertices. We then picture the
positive root ei−ej , for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, as the line segment [i, j]. In this context,
Γ1 and Γ2 can be thought of as subsets of the graph consisting of the union of
all the length-1 segments which make them up, and maps T are nilpotent graph
isomorphisms Γ1 → Γ2.
Definition 2.18. Assume i < j and k < l. We say ei − ej < ek − el if i < k
(ei−ej is to the left of ek−el). As subcases of this, we say that ei−ej ≪ ek−el
for j < k, ei − ej ⋖ ek − el if j = k, and ei − ej<ek − el for j > k. Similarly
define > by α > β whenever β < α, and the same for ≫,⋗, and >. If α≪ β or
β ≪ α, then we say that α ⊥ β (meaning there are orthogonal subsets X,Y ⊂ Γ
so that α ∈ X˜ and β ∈ Y˜ ).
Here and in the sequel we will make frequent use of the following key combi-
natorial lemma:
Definition 2.19. Take α ∈ Γ˜1. Let Mα be the smallest positive integer such
that TMα−1α ∈ Γ˜2 \ Γ˜1. Let cα be the smallest positive integer less than Mα
such that T cαα 6⊥ α, if such an integer exists. Otherwise set cα = ∞. If cα
is finite and there is a positive integer d < Mα which is not a multiple of cα
satisfying T dα 6⊥ α, then let dα be the smallest such d. Otherwise set dα =∞.
Lemma 2.6. Suppose α ∈ Γ˜1 and cα, dα < ∞. (i) For any positive integer
d < Mα such that T
dα 6⊥ α, either d is a multiple of cα, or d = dα. (ii)
dα + cα − gcd(cα, dα) ≥Mα and T dαα ⊥ T cαα.
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Proof. Take some d such that T dα 6⊥ α. We show in the following paragraph
that either cα divides d, or cα + d − gcd(d, cα) ≥ Mα and T dα ⊥ T cαα. This
proves the lemma—all that remains is to see that, in the latter case, d = dα. If,
instead, d 6= dα, then applying the above result also to dα, we find that both
T dα and T dαα are perpendicular to T cαα. By space concerns on the diagram,
it follows that T dα 6⊥ T dαα, but then T d−dαα 6⊥ α, which would show that cα
divides d− dα, in contradiction to dα + cα − gcd(cα, dα) ≥Mα.
So, take any d such that T dα 6⊥ α, and assume that d is not a multiple of
cα. Define f : {0, . . . ,Mα − 1} × Γ1 → {−1, 1} by f(p, αi) = 1 if T p preserves
orientation on αi, and f(p, αi) = −1 otherwise. Define g : {0, . . . ,Mα−1}×Γ1 →
Z as follows. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 (n is the length of the Dynkin diagram),
let q be given by T pαi = αq. Then we define g(p, αi) = q − f(αi)i. Define
F = f × g. Clearly, F is defined so that if Y ⊂ Γ1 is a connected segment
of the diagram, then F is constant on {p} × Y , for each fixed p, 0 ≤ p ≤
Mα − 1. Since T acαα 6⊥ T (a−1)cαα for acα < Mα, it follows that F is cα-
periodic in the first component. For the same reason, F is d-periodic in the first
component. If d + cα − gcd(d, cα) < Mα, F must be gcd(d, cα)-periodic in the
first component. This follows since F (d+l, αi) = F (l, αi), 0 ≤ l < cα−gcd(d, cα)
implies F (a, αi) = F (b, αi) whenever a ≡ b (mod gcd(d, cα)), 0 ≤ a, b < Mα. By
minimality, gcd(d, cα) = cα, which is impossible. Hence, d + cα − gcd(d, cα) ≥
Mα. Furthermore, T
d ⊥ T cα , because otherwise T d−cαα 6⊥ α, which would
imply that d− gcd(d, cα) ≥Mα by the above results applied to d− cα, which is
clearly contradictory.
Corollary 2.2. Suppose that T l(αi) = αi+r for a ≤ i < b where r ≤ b − a and
l > 0. Then for any α = ec−ec+s, β = ed−ed+s, where s ≥ r and a ≤ c < d ≤ b,
then β 6≺ α, and α ≺ β implies that Ord(β,−α) = l(d−c)
r
.
By reversing all directions, given T l(αi) = αi−r, a ≤ i < b, with r ≤ b − a,
then for any α = ec−s − ec, β = ed−s − ed, where s ≥ r and a ≤ d < c ≤ b, then
β 6≺ α, and α ≺ β implies Ord(β,−α) = l(c−d)
r
.
Proof. First, it is clear that r divides c − d iff T klα = β for k > 0 an integer.
In this case, the theorem is satisfied; so suppose not. By applying T±l some
number of times to α or β, it suffices to assume 0 < d − c < r. Now, if T l is
defined on α, then α < β < T lα together with the Lemma gives the desired
result. So assume T l is not defined on α, and hence it is not defined on β either.
Suppose Tmβ = α for some positive integer m. Write β = ei − ej . Now, by
applying Tm some number of times to each αp, i ≤ p < j, we can obtain αq for
some a ≤ q ≤ b, showing that T l is defined on β, which is a contradiction. But
then Tm is defined The direction-reversed case is the same.
Definition 2.20. For convenience, let EPTP ∗ = HPTP ∗ ∪ PTP ∗ for any or
no superscript ∗.
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Definition 2.21. When T k acts on some segment of the Dynkin diagram (i.e.
some subset of Γ) by sending αi to αi+k, we say it acts by shifting to the right
by k when k is positive, and by shifting to the left by k when k is negative. In
particular, on each segment, T k acts by shifting iff orientation is preserved.
The next two lemmas summarize all of the possible passing properties of an
opposite-sign quadruple and its image under φ.
Lemma 2.7. Take (x, y) ∈ GCTQio and φ(x, y) = (u, v). Then exactly one of
the following must hold:
(a) P l(v) = P r(y) + P l(x), P l(y) = 0
(b) P l(v) = P l(y), P l(x) = P r(y) = 0
Similarly, exactly one of the following must hold:
(c) P r(v) = P r(x) + P r(u), P l(u) = 0
(d) P r(v) = P l(u), P r(u) = P r(x) = 0.
These results, after interchanging superscripts of l with r, also hold when
one considers (y, x) ∈ GCTQdo and φ(y, x) = (v, u), instead of the original
hypothesis.
Proof. Let Ord(v) = (k + 1)Ord(y) + kOrd(x) and Ord(u) = kOrd(y) + (k −
1)Ord(x) for some k (which exists by construction).
Suppose that v ∈ EPTP l. We will analyze all possible cases by consid-
ering the value of POl(v). Write POl(v) = p[Ord(x) + Ord(y)] + q where
q < Ord(x) + Ord(y). First, I claim that p ≥ k − 1. Suppose instead that
p < k − 1. In this case, k ≥ 2, which immediately implies from the proof of
Proposition 2.1 that TOrd(x)+Ord(y) preserves orientation on ul + vl. So v pre-
serves orientation, and by definition TPO
l(v) preserves orientation on v. Now, if
we set ω = T−Ord(y)xl, we find that T
qω<ω because p < k. Now, k ≥ 2 shows
that TOrd(x)+Ord(y)ω>ω. Finally, TOrd(x)+Ord(y)ω>T qω, because p < k − 1.
These facts, however, contradict Lemma 2.6.
So, it must be that p ≥ k − 1. We divide into the two cases, (1) p = k − 1
and (2) p = k.
First consider the case k = p−1. Set t = k[Ord(x)+Ord(y)]−POl(v). Then
we have three cases: (i) t < Ord(y), (ii) t = Ord(y), and (iii) t > Ord(y). First
consider (i). Now, T t(yl)⋗ yl, so y ∈ PTP r. Conversely, whenever y ∈ PTP r,
clearly v ∈ PTP l with POl(v) = k[Ord(x) + Ord(y)] − POr(y) (we use that y
always preserves orientation). In this case, t < Ord(y) and p = k− 1, as desired.
This situation, characterized by v ∈ PTP l, y ∈ PTP r, falls into (a) and we will
call it (a1).
Next, take (ii). In this case, POl(v) = kOrd(x) + (k − 1)Ord(y), so x ∈
HPTP l and y ∈ HPTP r. Conversely, it is clear that y ∈ HPTP r iff x ∈
HPTP l from the construction of φ, and in this case, v ∈ PTP l with POl(v) =
kOrd(x) + (k − 1)Ord(y). Thus, t = Ord(y) and p = k − 1, as desired. This is
a different case of (a), so let us call it (a2).
Finally, consider (iii). In this case, 0 < Ord(x) + Ord(y) − t < Ord(x). Set
t′ = Ord(x) + Ord(y)− t = POl(v)− (k − 1)[Ord(x) + Ord(y)]. Then it follows
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that T t
′
(xl)⋖xl, so that x ∈ PTP l with POl(x) = t′. Conversely, if x ∈ PTP l,
then v ∈ PTP l with POl(v) = (k − 1)[Ord(x) + Ord(y)] + POl(x), as desired
(this can be checked separately when x reverses orientation—here k = 1 so there
is no difficulty.) Hence, t > Ord(y) and p = k − 1. This is the final case of (a),
so let us call it (a3).
Next, consider the case k = p. Set t = POl(v)−k[Ord(x)+Ord(y)]. Because
k = p, it follows that 0 < t ≤ Ord(y), hence y ∈ EPTP l with POl(y) = t.
Since POl(y) = Ord(y) iff POl(v) = Ord(v) = (k + 1)Ord(y) + kOrd(x), we
have P l(v) = P l(y). Conversely, whenever y ∈ EPTP l, then v ∈ EPTP l with
POl(v) = POl(y) + k[Ord(x) + Ord(y)]. Hence, p = k and P l(v) = P l(y). This
accounts for case (b).
We have proved the first part of the Lemma, because we have considered
all possible nonzero values of P l(v), P l(x), P l(y), and P r(y), and grouped them
into the cases (a1), (a2), (a3), and (b). We have shown that each of these
is associated with different values of POl(v), which justifies the zero values of
P l(v), P l(x), P l(y), and P r(y) in each case.
Next, we apply the same analysis used in the first part to show that ex-
actly one of (c),(d) holds. Let t = |POr(v) − Ord(x) − Ord(y)| and ω =
vl + ul + T
Ord(x)+Ord(y)vl. We suppose that v ∈ EPTP r and divide into the
cases POr(v) > Ord(x) + Ord(y) and POr(v) < Ord(x) + Ord(y).
First consider POr(v) > Ord(x) + Ord(y). Then it is clear that t ≤ Ord(u),
with equality iff v ∈ HPTP r. Now, T t is defined on ω, and T tω 6⊥ ω, so T t
preserves orientation on ω. This shows that T tul⋖ ul, so that u ∈ EPTP l with
POl(u) = t. That is, P l(u) = P r(v). Conversely, whenever u ∈ EPTP l, we
know from the fact that u preserves orientation that TPO
l(u) preserves orienta-
tion on ul, and hence that P
r(v) = P l(u) with POr(v) = POl(u) + Ord(x) +
Ord(y). It is then clear that POr(v) > Ord(x) +Ord(y). This accounts for case
(d).
Now, suppose that v ∈ EPTP r with POr(v) < Ord(x) + Ord(y). We divide
into the cases k ≥ 2 and k = 1.
First suppose k ≥ 2. In particular, this implies that TPO
r(v) is defined
on ω, and by nilpotency, it must preserve orientation. Also, TOrd(x)+Ord(y)
must preserve orientation on ω. So, we see that T tul ⋗ ul, thus ul ∈ PTP r
with POr(ul) = t. Conversely, if k ≥ 2 and u ∈ EPTP
r, we see from
ω<TPO
r(u)ω<TOrd(x)+Ord(y)ω and Lemma 2.6 that POr(u) < Ord(x)+Ord(y).
It follows that u, v ∈ PTP r with POr(v) = t, and POr(v) < Ord(x) + Ord(y),
as desired. This accounts for one situation of (c); call this (c1).
Next, suppose k = 1 and POr(v) < Ord(x) + Ord(y). We further divide
into the three cases (i) POr(v) < Ord(x), (ii) POr(v) = Ord(x), and (iii)
POr(v) > Ord(x).
In case (i), we use that y preserves orientation to see that TPO
r(v)(xl) ⋗
xl, so that x ∈ PTP r with POr(x) = POr(v). Conversely, whenever x ∈
PTP r, it follows that k = 1 using Lemma 2.6: otherwise we would have
T−Ord(y)xl<xh<T
POr(x)−Ord(y)xl with T
−Ord(y)xl ⋖ T
POr(x)−Ord(y)xl while
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−Ord(y) < POr(x) − Ord(y) < Ord(x). Hence, v ∈ PTP r with POr(v) =
POr(x) < Ord(x). Call this situation (c3).
In case (ii), we have that x, u ∈ HPTP r. Conversely, whenever x ∈ HPTP r,
we must have k = 1 by Lemma 2.6, and then u ∈ HPTP r and POr(v) =
POr(x), as desired. If u ∈ HPTP r, then it also follows from Lemma 2.6 con-
sidering ω that k = 1, and then x ∈ HPTP r. Call this situation (c2).
Finally, we consider case (iii). Now, POr(v) > Ord(x) shows that Ord(x) +
Ord(y)− POr(v) < Ord(y). By nilpotency, T t must preserve orientation on yl,
and it follows that u ∈ PTP r with POr(u) = t. Conversely, if u ∈ PTP r with
k = 1, then it follows that POr(u) < Ord(u) = Ord(y), so
TOrd(x)+Ord(y)−PO
r(u)vl ⋗ vl. Hence, v ∈ PTP r with POr(v) = Ord(x) +
Ord(y) − POr(u), and Ord(x) < POr(v) < Ord(x) + Ord(y). This has the
same passing properties as (c1), so call this situation (c1’).
We have finished the second half of the Lemma, since we have accounted for
all possible values of P r(u), P l(u), P r(v), and P r(x) in cases (d), (c1), (c1’),
(c2), and (c3). Each of these are associated with distinct values of P r(v) with
rexspect to the Ord(x),Ord(y),Ord(u), and Ord(v), once k is fixed.
To obtain the result for decreasing quadruples, simply reverse all directions
and permute the components of all T -quadruples (not pairs!) in this proof.
Lemma 2.8. Take (x, y) ∈ BCTQio and φ(x, y) = v. Then v ∈ EPTP
r,
P r(v) + P r(x) = 1, and exactly one of the following hold:
(a) P l(v) = P r(y) + P l(x), P l(y) = 0.
(b) P l(v) = P l(y), P l(x) = P r(y) = 0.
Under the hypotheses (y, x) ∈ BCTQdo and φ(y, x) = v, these results still hold
upon interchanging superscripts of l and r.
Proof. Clearly v ∈ HPTP r iff x ∈ HPTP r. Suppose v ∈ PTP r. Hence
Ord(x) ∈ {POr(v), 0}. Suppose for a contradiction that x ∈ PTP r. Then,
POr(x) < POr(v). However, x<TPO
r(v)x<TPO
r(x)x, x⋖TPO
r(x)x and Lemma
2.6 imply that POr(x) = PO
r(v)|x|
|v| > PO
r(v), a contradiction. So, the identity
P r(v) + P r(x) = 1 easily follows (since v ∈ EPTP r).
The rest of the proof is almost exactly the same as the proof of the first part of
Lemma 2.7, getting rid of u. Again, the results follow with simple modifications
in the decreasing case.
2.3. Repeated application of φ on larger collections of T -pairs.
Overview 2.3. In this section, we consider the longer monomial terms that
arise in the expansion of the formula for RJ . As in the previous cases, most
terms cancel; we therefore explicitly give the groupings which cancel (Corollary
2.4) or almost cancel, and show that what remains is simply RGGS, proving
Theorem 1.2. In order to do this, we need to define the notion of a T -chain, which
generalizes T -quadruples to the objects needed to handle the longer monomials,
and prove some more combinatorial results regarding these.
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Definition 2.22. A n,m TP -chain is a chain x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ TPm+ ×
TPn−m− , so that Ex1 · · ·Exn 6= 0. Let TPCn,m denote the set of n,m TP-chains.
Let TPC denote the set of all TP -chains, i.e. TPC = ∪i>jTPCi,j .
Definition 2.23. A chain (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ TPCn,m is said to be outer if
Ord(x1) > . . . > Ord(xm) and Ord(xm+1) < . . . < Ord(xn). Let TPC
o
n,m
denote the set of such n,m-chains, and let TPCo denote the set of all outer
chains for any n,m.
Note 2.7. Lemmas 2.9-2.13 below have obvious analogues obtained by changing
the sign of all T -pairs, reversing the order of T -chains, and replacing TPCn,m
with TPCn,n−m in all forms. These results are not stated but will be referred
to in the same manner as the actual results stated.
Lemma 2.9. (i ) Suppose (x1, x2, x3) ∈ TPC3,3. Suppose ψ(x2, x3) = (y2, y3)
and ψ(x1, y2) = (z1, z2) where (x2, x3), (x1, y2) ∈ CTQds. Then Ord(x1) <
Ord(x2) iff Ord(z2) < Ord(y3), Ord(x1) = Ord(x2) iff Ord(z2) = Ord(y3), and
Ord(x1) > Ord(x2) iff Ord(z2) > Ord(y3).
(ii ) Suppose (x1, x2) ∈ TPC2,2. Suppose ψl(x2) = (y2, y3) and ψ(x1, y2) =
(z1, z2) where x2 ∈ PTP
l and (x1, y2) ∈ CTQ
d
s. Then Ord(x1)?Ord(x2) iff
Ord(z2)?Ord(y3) for ? any order relation =, <, or >.
Proof. The proof is the same for both (i) and (ii), does not mention x3, and is
given in the following paragraphs. First, we note that Ord(x1) = Ord(x2) iff x1
and x2 reverse orientation, which is true iff z2 and y3 reverse orientation, which
is true iff Ord(z2) = Ord(y3).
Now, we show that Ord(x1) < Ord(x2) implies Ord(z2) < Ord(y3). To reach
a contradiction, suppose that Ord(x1) < Ord(x2) and Ord(z2) > Ord(y3). By
nilpotency, x1 and y3 preserve orientation. Thus z2 and x2 also preserve orien-
tation. Write Ord(y2) = pOrd(z1) + (p− 1)Ord(z2).
First suppose p ≥ 2. Then |z2| >
1
2 |z1|, so that T
Ord(z1)+Ord(z2) is defined on
(y3)h and therefore on (y3)l. However, this implies that T
Ord(y3)+Ord(z1)((z2)l+
(y3)l)>(z2)l+(y3)l>T
Ord(z1)+Ord(z2)((z2)l+(y3)l), while T
Ord(y3)+Ord(z1)((z2)l+
(y3)l)⋗ T
Ord(z1)+Ord(z2)((z2)l + (y3)l). This contradicts Lemma 2.6.
So p = 1. Then Ord(x1) = 2Ord(z1) + Ord(z2) and Ord(y2) = Ord(z1).
Since Ord(x1) < Ord(x2), it must be that Ord(x2) > 2Ord(z1) + Ord(y3) =
2Ord(y2) +Ord(y3), which implies that |y3| >
1
2 |y2|. So T
Ord(y2)+Ord(y3)[(z2)l +
(y3)l]<(z2)l+(y3)l. Now, write Ord(z1)+Ord(z2) = q[Ord(y2)+Ord(y3)]+m, for
0 ≤ m < Ord(y2) + Ord(y3). Since Ord(y2) + Ord(y3) < Ord(z1) + Ord(z2) <
Ord(x2) − Ord(y2), it follows that Tm((y3)l + (z2)l) ⋖ (y3)l + (z2)l (q = 1)
or Tm((y3)l + (z2)l)<(y3)l + (z2)l (q > 1). By Lemma 2.6, it follows that
c(y3)l+(z2)l divides both m and Ord(y2) + Ord(y3). But then c(y3)l+(z2)l divides
Ord(x1)−Ord(z1) and Ord(x2)−Ord(z1), which shows that Ord(x1) > Ord(x2),
contrary to assumption.
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Next, suppose Ord(x1) > Ord(x2). We show Ord(z2) > Ord(y3). Find p
and q such that Ord(x2) = (p + 1)Ord(y2) + pOrd(y3) and Ord(x1) = (q +
1)Ord(z1) + qOrd(z2). In this case, Ord(y2) = qOrd(z1) + (q − 1)Ord(z2).
Hence, Ord(x2) = (p + 1)qOrd(z1) + (p + 1)(q − 1)Ord(z2) + pOrd(y3). By
assumption, (1−pq)Ord(z1)+(p−pq+1)Ord(z2)−pOrd(y3) > 0. Since pq ≥ 1,
this in particular implies that Ord(z2) > Ord(y3), as desired.
Lemma 2.10. (i ) Suppose (x1, x2, x3) ∈ TPC3,1 with |x1| > |x2|+ |x3| and
Ord(x2) < Ord(x3). Let ψ(x2, x3) = (y2, y3) and suppose Ord(y2) < Ord(x1).
Let ψ(x1, y2) = (z1, z2). Then Ord(z2) < Ord(y3).
(ii ) Similarly, suppose (x1, x2) ∈ TPC2,1 with |x1| > |x2| and x2 ∈ EPTP r.
Then set ψr(x2) = (y2, y3) and suppose Ord(y2) < Ord(x1). Setting ψ(x1, y2) =
(z1, z2), it follows that Ord(z2) < Ord(y3).
Proof. Again, parts (i) and (ii) have nearly the same proof, which follows. Sup-
pose, on the contrary, that Ord(z2) ≥ Ord(y3). Clearly Ord(z2) 6= Ord(y3),
else y3 would have reversed orientation, which is not possible by Lemma 2.4.
So Ord(z2) > Ord(y3). Now, T
Ord(x1) is defined on (y3)l since, in case (i),
TOrd(x1) is defined on (x2)h and (x3)h, which follows from |x1| > |x2| + |x3|,
and in case (ii), TOrd(x1) is defined on (x2)h. In particular, T
Ord(z2) is de-
fined on (y3)l. But now, T
−Ord(z1)((y3)l + (z2)l)<T
Ord(y3)((y3)l + (z2)l) but
TOrd(z2)((y3)l + (z2)l)⋖ T
Ord(y3)((y3)l + (z2)l), contradicting Lemma 2.6.
Lemma 2.11. Suppose x = (x1, x2, x3, x4) ∈ TPCo4,2 with |x2| < |x3| + |x4|
and |x3| < |x2| + |x1|. Let ψ(x1, x2) = (y1, y2) and ψ(x3, x4) = (y3, y4). Then
|x2| > |x3| iff (y1, y2, x3, x4) ∈ TPCo and |x3| > |x2| iff (x1, x2, y3, y4) ∈ TPCo.
Proof. First we note that, if |x2| > |x3|, then (y1, y2, x3, x4) ∈ TPCo, for the fol-
lowing reason. Suppose |x2| > |x3| and write φ(x2, x3) = (z2, z3) or φ(x2, x3) =
z3, depending on whether (x2, x3) is bad or good. Then |z2| + |z3| < |x4|, so
Lemma 2.10 applies and shows that Ord(y2) < Ord(x3), as desired. By symme-
try, |x3| > |x2| implies that (x1, x2, y3, y4) ∈ TPCo.
So, it suffices to show that |x2| > |x3| if (x1, x2, y3, y4) ∈ TPC
o and |x3| > |x2|
if (y1, y2, x3, x4) ∈ TPCo. By the symmetry of the situation, we need only prove
the first.
Assume, for sake of contradiction, that |x3| > |x2| and (x1, x2, y3, y4) ∈
TPCo. First suppose that |x1|+ |x2| > |x3|+ |x4|. Then we note that T−Ord(x2)
is defined on (y4)l because it is defined on (x3)l and (x4)l. Next we note that
T−Ord(x2)(y4)l>T
−Ord(y3)(y4)l because |y4| > |y3|+ |x2|. Also, T−Ord(x2)(y4)l 6⊥
(y4)h, and T
−Ord(y3)(y4)l<(y4)h. This contradicts Lemma 2.6.
On the other hand, it is impossible that |x3|+ |x4| > |x1|+ |x2|. If this were
true, then it would follow that TOrd(x2)+Ord(x3) shifted T−Ord(x2)((x1)h+(x2)h)
to the right by |x3| − |x2| < |x1|, while x1 ≺ T
−Ord(x2)((x1)h). This would
contradict Corollary 2.2.
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Lemma 2.12. Suppose (x1, x2) ∈ TPC2,1 and |x1| > |x2|. Suppose further that
x1 ∈ PTP l and ψl(x1) = (y1, y2). Then Ord(y2) < Ord(x2).
Proof. Clearly Ord(y2) = Ord(x2) would imply that y2, x2, and x1 reverse ori-
entation, which is not possible since |x1| > |x2|. Suppose instead that Ord(y2) >
Ord(x2). We have that T
Ord(x1), and hence TOrd(y2), is defined on (x2)h,
and hence (x2)l. Since Ord(y2) > Ord(x2), we find that T
−Ord(y1)[(x2)l +
(y2)l]<T
Ord(x2)[(x2)l+(y2)l]⋗T
Ord(y2)[(x2)l+(y2)l], contradicting Lemma 2.6.
So Ord(y2) < Ord(x2).
Lemma 2.13. Suppose x = (x1, x2, x3) ∈ TPCo3,2 with |x2| < |x3| < |x1|+ |x2|.
Then x2 /∈ PTP l and x3 /∈ EPTP r.
Proof. First, note that T−Ord(x2) is defined on (x3)l since it is defined on (x2)h+
(x1)h, and the former is a subset of the latter on the diagram. If x2 ∈ EPTP l,
then set q = POl(x2). If x3 ∈ EPTP r and x2 /∈ EPTP l, set q = Ord(x2) +
Ord(x3) − POr(x3). In either case, T q is defined on T−Ord(x2)((x3)l). Indeed,
TOrd(x2)+Ord(x3) is defined on T−Ord(x2)((x3)l), and q < Ord(x2) + Ord(x3).
Note that, by Lemma 2.4, x3 and x2 must preserve orientation. Hence, T
q
and TOrd(x2)+Ord(x3) must preserve orientation on T−Ord(x2)((x3)l). Set ω =
T−Ord(x2)((x3)l). We have ω>T
qω ⋖ TOrd(x2)+Ord(x3)ω = (x3)h, contradicting
Lemma 2.6.
Now, we are ready to define maps Φ,Ψ±,Ψ
r,Ψl,Ψ′, and Φ′ which param-
eterize terms which cancel in the expansion of J−1RstJ
21 (given in Corollary
2.4).
Notation 2.2. For any map f taking two arguments, let f i,j be the map f
applied to the i and j-th components of some larger k-tuple. Similarly, for any
map g taking only one argument, define g(i) to be the map g applied to the i-th
component of a larger k-tuple.
Definition 2.24. Define Φ : TPCon,m → TPC for 1 ≤ m < n as follows. For
x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ TPCon,m, let Φ(x) = φ
m,m+1(x).
Definition 2.25. Define Ψ+ : TPC
o
n,m → TPCn,m−1 for m ≥ 2 by Ψ+(x) =
ψm−1,m(x). For m ≤ n − 2, define Ψ− : TPCon,m → TPCn,m+1 by Ψ−(x) =
ψm+1,m+2(x).
Note 2.8. Note that, unlike in the case of the map ψ (i.e. the case of 2,m
chains), we can have chains on which both maps Ψ+ and Ψ− are defined. We
see, however, that in many cases (namely, the hypotheses of Lemma 2.11), only
one map will yield an outer chain.
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Definition 2.26. When x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ TPCn,m and xm ∈ PTP l, x is said
to be left-passed and we write x ∈ LPC. If x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ TPCn,m and
xm+1 ∈ PTP r or HPTP r, then x is said to be right-passed or half-passed, and
x ∈ RPC or HPC, respectively.
Note 2.9. Note that, given x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ TPCn,m with n ≥ m + 1 ≥ 2,
xm ∈ HPTP l iff xm+1 ∈ HPTP r, so in these cases the half-passed chains not
only have a half right-passed pair but also a half left-passed pair.
Definition 2.27. Define Ψl : TPCon,m ∩ LPC → TPCn+1,m by Ψ
l(x) =
(ψl)(m)(x) Similarly, define Ψr : TPCon,m ∩ (RPC ∪ HPC) → TPCn+1,m+1
by Ψr(x) = (ψr)(m+1)(x).
As in the case of φ, ψ, ψ∗, we have the following:
Lemma 2.14. Let x, y ∈ TPCo. Then x = Φ(y) iff y = Ψ±(x) for some sign
± or y = Ψ∗(x) for some superscript ∗ ∈ {l, r}.
Proof. This follows easily from Proposition 2.1.
Definition 2.28. A chain x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ TPCn,m is said to be negatively
special if n ≥ m+ 1 ≥ 3 and |xm+1| > |xm|+ |xm−1|. The set of such chains is
denoted SPC−. Similarly, x = (x1, . . . , xn) is positively special (or in SPC+)
if n ≥ m+ 2 ≥ 3 and |xm| > |xm+1|+ |xm+2|. Set SPC = SPC+ ∪ SPC−; the
general term will be simply special.
Definition 2.29. A chain x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ TPCn,m is said to be negatively
reversed if 3 ≤ m+2 ≤ n and xm and xm+2 both reverse orientation. The set of
such chains is RC−. A chain x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ TPCn,m is positively reversed
(or in RC+) if 3 ≤ m+ 1 ≤ n and xm−1 and xm+1 both reverse orientation. As
before, RC = RC+ ∪RC− is the set of reversed chains.
Lemma 2.15. If x ∈ TPCon,m ∩ RC, then (n,m) = (3, 1) or (3, 2). If x ∈
TPCo ∩ RC, then Φ(x),Ψ±(x),Ψ∗(x) /∈ TPCo for any ±, ∗. In fact, if x ∈
TPCo ∩RC+, then Ψ− is not defined on x, and Ψ+(x) = (y1, y2, y3) ∈ TPC3,1
satisfies Ord(y2) = Ord(y3). Additionally, Φ(x) = (z1, z2, z3) ∈ TPC3,3 or
Φ(x) = (z1, z2) ∈ TPC2,2 where Ord(z1) = Ord(z2).
Similarly, if x ∈ TPCo ∩ RC−, then Ψ+ is not defined on x, and Ψ−(x) =
(y1, y2, y3) ∈ TPC3,2 satisfies Ord(y1) = Ord(y2). Additionally, Φ(x) =
(z1, z2, z3) ∈ TPC3,0 or Φ(x) = (z2, z3) ∈ TPC2,0 where Ord(z2) = Ord(z3).
Proof. This easily follows from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.1.
Corollary 2.3. No outer chain is both reversed and special.
Proof. Clear.
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Definition 2.30. We define maps Ψ′,Φ′ : TPCo ∩ RC → TPCo as follows.
If x ∈ RC− ∩ TPCo where Ψ−(x) = (y1, y2, y3), set Ψ′(x) = (Q(y1, y2), y3) ∈
TPC2,1. If Φ(x) = (z1, z2, z3), set Φ
′(x) = (z1, Q(z2, z3)) ∈ TPC2,0, and if
Φ(x) = (z2, z3), set Φ
′(x) = (Q(z2, z3)) ∈ TPC1,0. Similarly, if x ∈ RC+∩TPC
o
where Ψ+(x) = (y1, y2, y3), set Ψ
′(x) = (y1, Q(y2, y3)) ∈ TPC2,1. If Φ(x) =
(z1, z2, z3), set Φ
′(x) = (Q(z1, z2), z3) ∈ TPC2,2, and if Φ(x) = (z1, z2), then set
Φ′(x) = (Q(z1, z2)) ∈ TPC1,1.
Lemma 2.16. (i) Take x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ TPC
o
n,m ∩ SPC± for some fixed
sign ±. Then Ψ±(x) ∈ TPCo or Φ(x) ∈ TPCo, but not both. In the former
case, Ψ±(x) ∈ SPC± as well.
(ii) If x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ TPCon,m \ SPC, for (n,m) /∈ {(1, 0), (1, 1), (2, 1)},
then either (a) Ψ+(x) ∈ TPCo, (b) Ψ−(x) ∈ TPCo, or (c) neither. In case (c),
x ∈ RC. In case (a), Ψ+(x) ∈ SPC, and in case (b), Ψ−(x) ∈ SPC.
(iii) If x ∈ TPCon,m ∩ [LPC ∪ HPC ∪ RPC], then x ∈ SPC. Additionally,
Ψl(x) ∈ TPCo ∩ SPC+ if x ∈ SPC+ ∩ LPC and Ψr(x) ∈ TPCo ∩ SPC− if
x ∈ SPC− ∩ [RPC ∪HPC].
Proof. (i) This follows immediately from Lemma 2.9 in the cases thatm ≥ 2, x ∈
SPC+ and m ≤ n− 2, x ∈ SPC−. (Note that it is impossible to have x ∈ RC
by Corollary 2.3.) In the case that m = 1 and x ∈ SPC+ or in the case that
m = n− 1 and x ∈ SPC−, it is clear that Φ(x) ∈ TPCo.
(ii) It follows that only one of the Ψ+(x),Ψ−(x) can be in TPC
o from Lemma
2.11. If x ∈ RC ∩ TPCo, then no Ψ±(x) is outer by Lemma 2.15. By Lemma
2.11, if n ≥ 4, there is nothing to prove. If n = 3 and x /∈ RC, then Lemma 2.10
gives the desired result. For n = 2 the result is easy.
(iii) The two statements follow from Lemmas 2.13, 2.12, respectively.
Definition 2.31. We define the following subsets of TPCo:
(a) Ca = {x ∈ SPC ∩ TPC
o | Φ(x) /∈ TPCo}
(a’) Cb = {x ∈ SPC ∪ TPC2,1 | x,Φ(x) ∈ TPCo}
(b) C±c = {x ∈ TPC
o \ [SPC ∪RC] | Ψ±(x) ∈ TPCo}
Furthermore, let C±a = Ca ∩ SPC±, C
±
b = Cb ∩ SPC±, and Cc = C
+
c ∪ C
−
c .
Lemma 2.17. The subsets Ca, Cb, Cc, RC ∩ TPCo, TPC1,1, and TPC1,0 are
disjoint and their union is all of TPCo.
Proof. That Ca, Cb, and Cc are disjoint from RC follows from Corollary 2.3,
Lemma 2.15, and the definition, respectively. The other facts regarding disjoint-
edness are obvious. To check that the union is all of TPCo, we apply Lemma
2.16.ii, which shows that Cc = TPC
o\ [SPC∪RC∪TPC1,1∪TPC1,0∪TPC2,1].
It is clear, though, that TPC2,1 ⊂ Cb. This proves the desired result.
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Lemma 2.18. (i ) For each choice of sign, Ψ± maps C
±
a ∪ C
±
c injectively to
C±b .
(ii ) Ψr maps [C−a ∪C
−
b ]∩ [RPC ∪HPC] injectively to C
−
b \ [RPC ∪HPC] and
Ψl maps [C+a ∪ C
+
b ] ∩ LPC injectively to C
+
b \ LPC.
(iii ) Cc ∩ [LPC ∪RPC ∪HPC] = ∅.
(iv) Ψr[(C+a ∪C
+
b )∩ (RPC ∪HPC)] and Ψ
l[(C−a ∪C
−
b )∩LPC] are both disjoint
from Cb.
(v) Ψ±(Cb) is disjoint from TPC
o for each choice of sign.
Proof. (i) This follows immediately from Lemmas 2.16.i and 2.14.
(ii) This follows immediately from Lemmas 2.16.ii, 2.14, and 2.8.
(iii) This follows immediately from Lemma 2.13.
(iv) This follows immediately from the definition of SPC.
(v) This follows from Lemma 2.16.i, since we know Cb is disjoint from RC.
Corollary 2.4. TPCo is partitioned by all sets of the form:
(a) For x ∈ C+a ∪ C
+
c ,
(2.12) Ax =
{x,Ψ+(x)} ∪ {y | y = Ψ
l(x) or y = Ψl ◦Ψ+(x)} ∪ {xp ∈ RC+ | Φ
′(xp) = x},
(a’ ) Those of the form (2.12), replacing + with − and l with r. (Call these also
Ax, distinguished from the above by the “sign” of x.)
(b) For a fixed x ∈ TPC1,1,
(2.13) Ax =
{x} ∪ {y | y = Ψl(x) or y = Ψl ◦Ψl(x)} ∪ {xp ∈ RC+ | Φ
′(xp) = x}
(b’ ) Those of form (2.13), replacing + with −, l with r, and TPC1,1 with
TPC1,0. Call these Ax as well.
Here it is meant that, if Ψ∗ is not defined on x, then y 6= Ψ∗(x) for any y.
Proof. For every x ∈ C+a ∪ C
+
c , we see from the Lemma, part (i), that Ψ+(x) ∈
Cb ⊂ TPCo. Furthermore, Ψl(x) ∈ Cb and Ψl ◦ Ψ+(x) ∈ Cb where these
are defined (Lemma, part ii). Now take any y ∈ C+b . First note that either
Ψ+(Φ(y)) = y or Ψ
l(Φ(y)) = y because y ∈ SPC+. Note that Φ(y) /∈ RC
because Ψ+(RC+) and Ψ
l(RC+ ∩LPC) are disjoint from TPCo (Lemma 2.15).
Now, if Φ(y) /∈ Cb, then using Lemma 2.17, y ∈ AΦ(y) (of type a or b, depending
on whether Ψ+(Φ(y)) = y or Ψ
l(Φ(y)) = y, respectively). If Φ(y) ∈ Cb, then
clearly y ∈ C+b . In this case, Φ
2(y) /∈ Cb by the Lemma, parts (ii), (iv), and (v),
using Lemma 2.14. Furthermore, in this case Ψl(Φ2(y)) = Φ(y), again from the
Lemma, parts (iv) and (v). Then, y ∈ AΦ2(y). Thus, we see that all elements
y ∈ C+b fit into at least one of the sets (a) or (b). To see that all elements
in C+b fit into at most one, note that the way in which y appears is uniquely
determined by which of the following holds: (A) Φ(y) /∈ Cb, y = Ψ+ ◦ Φ(y);
(B) Φ(y) /∈ Cb, y = Ψl ◦ Φ(y); (C) Φ(y) ∈ Cb, Φ(y) = Ψl ◦ Φ2(y). Now, it
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remains to consider those elements of RC. For any z ∈ RC, we know that
Φ′(z) ∈ TPCo2,2 ∪ TPC
o
2,0 ∪ TPC
o
1,1 ∪ TPC
o
1,0 by Lemma 2.15. The former two
are subsets of Cc, so we know that z ∈ AΦ′(z) for any z ∈ RC, and clearly Φ
′(z)
is unique. The negative case is almost identical to this one.
Definition 2.32. For x ∈ TPCon,m, set E(x) = 1 if xm ∈ HPTPl or xm+1 ∈
HPTPr and 0 otherwise. Now, given x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ TPCon,m, set P (x) =
(−1)m(q − q−1)nqE(x)
∏n
i=1(−q)
SxiCxi (|xi|−1)qP
a(xi).
Lemma 2.19. J−1RstJ
21 =
∑
x∈TPCo P (x)EQ(x)+
∑
i6=j eii⊗ejj+
∑
i qeii⊗eii.
Proof. The terms in the expansion of J−1RstJ
21 are
qE(x)
n∏
i=1
ExiSxi(q − q
−1)(−q)−SxiCxi (|xi|−1)qP
a(xi),(2.14)
for each x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ TPCo, as well as the terms eii ⊗ ejj for i 6= j and
qeii ⊗ eii for each i.
Lemma 2.20. (i ) If x ∈ Ca∪Cc, then
∑
y∈Ax
P (y)EQ(y) = 0. (ii ) If x = (x1)
∈ TPC1,1 ∪ TPC1,0, then
∑
y∈Ax
P (y)EQ(y) = −Sx1q
Sx1 [P
s(x1)+Cx1(|x1|−1)Ex1 .
Proof. (i) Let x ∈ C+a ∪ C
+
c . The negative case is similar (see comments at the
end of the proof of this part). Let x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ TPCn,m and let
(2.15) F =
(−1)Cxm−1(|xm−1|−1)
m−2∏
i=1
−(−q)Cxi (|xi|−1)qP
a(xi)
n∏
j=m+1
(−q)Cxj (1−|xj |)qP
a(xj)
be the part of the formula for P (x) which will not change upon applying Ψ+,
Ψl, and Ψ′ (where applicable).
Let B = P (Ψl(x)) if x ∈ LPC and B = 0 otherwise. Set (ym−1, ym) =
ψ(xm−1, xm). First we show that
P (x) +B = qCxm−1(|xm−1|−1)+P
r(xm−1)−P
l(ym)F.(2.16)
First, by Lemma 2.7,
P l(xm−1) = P
l(xm) + P
r(xm) + P
l(ym).(2.17)
Hence,
P a(xm−1) + P
a(xm) = P
r(xm−1)− P
l(ym)− 2P
l(xm).(2.18)
If x /∈ LPC, then B = 0 and P l(xm) ∈ {0,
1
2}. In this case, (2.16) follows
from the definition of E(t). If x ∈ LPC, then P l(xm) = 1, and (2.17) implies
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P r(xm) = 0. Then Lemma 2.8 shows that B = (q
2 − 1)P (x) so that the left-
hand side of (2.16) is q2+P
a(xm−1)+P
a(xm)+Cxm−1(|xm−1|−1)F . By (2.18), this is
the same as the right-hand side.
Next, we show that∑
Φ′(y)=x
P (y) = qP
r(xm−1)−P
l(ym)[qCxm−1(1−|xm−1|) − qCxm−1(|xm−1|−1)]F.(2.19)
Naturally, we may assume that xm−1 reverses orientation. Since, in this case,
ym also reverses orientation, it must be that m = n = 2. Suppose now that
x1 = (ei − ej , el − ei+l−j) and x2 = (ej − ek, ei+l−j − ei+l−k). Now, for every
p such that 1 ≤ p ≤ j − i − 1, set up = (ei − ei+p, el − el−p), vp = (ei+p −
ek+j−i−p, el−p − e2i+p+l−j−k), and wp = (ek+j−i−p − ek, e2i+p+l−j−k − ei+l−k).
Then tp = (up, vp, wp) are exactly those reversed chains such that Φ
′(tp) = x.
Now, we consider the possible passing properties of the T -pairs involved. Note
first that, since Ord(up) = Ord(x1), P
r(x1) = P
r(up) for all p. For the same
reason, P l(wp) = P
l(y2) for all p. Next, note that P
l(up) = 0 for all p—
otherwise, applying TPO
l(up) to x1 would contradict nilpotency. For the same
reason, P r(wp) = 0 for all p. Next, note that P
l(vp) = P
r(vp) = 0 for all p.
This follows from the fact that P l(up) = 0 for all p, making use of Lemma 2.7.
Now, (2.19) follows readily.
Let D = P (Ψl ◦ Ψ+(x)) when Ψ+(x) ∈ LPC and D = 0 otherwise. Finally,
we show that
P (Ψ+(x)) +D = −q
Cxm−1(1−|xm−1|)+P
r(xm−1)−P
l(ym)F.(2.20)
The proof is similar to the proof two paragraphs back. If Ψ+(x) /∈ LPC,
then D = 0. By Lemma 2.7, P r(xm−1) = P
r(ym) + P
r(ym−1) + P
l(ym−1).
Thus P a(ym−1) + P
a(ym) + 2P
l(ym−1) = P
r(xm−1) − P l(ym), proving (2.20)
in this case (note that P l(ym−1) ∈ {0,
1
2} and recall the definition of E(t).) If
Ψ+(x) ∈ LPC, then P l(ym−1) = 1 and by Lemma 2.7 (or the equation above),
P r(ym−1) = 0 and P
a(ym−1) + P
a(ym) + 2 = P
r(xm−1) − P l(ym). If we set
ψl(ym−1) = (zm−1, zm), then it follows from Lemma 2.8 that neither zm−1 nor
zm is passed, so P
a(zm−1) = P
a(zm) = 0. Hence, D = (q
2− 1)P (Ψ+(x)), so the
left-hand side of (2.20) is q2P (Ψ+(x)) = −qP
a(ym−1)+P
a(ym)+2+Cym (1−|ym|)F ,
which is equal to the right-hand side by Corollary 2.1 and the above analysis.
Now, putting (2.16), (2.19), and (2.20) together, we get
P (x) + P (Ψ+(x)) +B +D +
∑
Φ′(y)=x
P (y) = 0,(2.21)
as desired.
The negative case is almost the same as the above, except that the “error
term” E(t) over-corrects, but this is counteracted by the fact that now Ψr is
defined on HPC as well as RPC. (The details are omitted.)
(ii) This is almost the same as the proof above. First we note that the
result is clear when x /∈ LPC ∪ RPC ∪ HPC, as Ax = {x} and P (x) gives
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the desired formula (bearing in mind the definition of E). Suppose x = (x1) ∈
TPC1,1 ∩ LPC. Let B = P (Ψl(x)) and let D = P (Ψl ◦ Ψl(x)) if x ∈ LPC
and Ψl ∈ LPC, and D = 0 otherwise. Let F = −(−1)Cx1(1−|x1|)(q − q−1). Set
(y1, y2) = ψ
l(x1). First we show that
B +D = [qCx1(1−|x1|)+P
r(x1)+1 − qCx1(1−|x1|)+P
r(x1)−1]F.(2.22)
Lemma 2.8 shows that P l(y2) = 0 and
P r(x1) = P
r(y2) + P
a(y1) + 2P
l(y1).(2.23)
First suppose D = 0. In this case, (2.23) implies (2.22) easily. If D 6= 0,
then P r(x1) = P
l(x1) = P
l(y1) = 1, and P
r(y1) = P
r(y2) = 0. Then, D =
(q − q−1)2qCx1(1−|x1|)F . Furthermore, B = (1 − q−2)qCx1(1−|x1|)F . From this
(2.22) follows.
Next, we claim that∑
Φ′(y)=x
P (y) = (q − q−1)qP
r(x1)−P
l(y2)[qCx1(|x1|−1) − qCx1(1−|x1|)]F.(2.24)
This follows by exactly the same arguments as used in the second paragraph of
the proof of part (i). But, P l(y2) = 0, so, putting (2.22) and (2.24) together,
the result easily follows. The negative/TPC1,0 case is almost the same as this,
bearing in mind the final comments in the proof of the previous part.
Proof of the main theorem, 1.2. This follows immediately from Lemmas 2.19
and 2.20 and Corollary 2.4, using (1.9) for RGGS.
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Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 1.4
In this section we explicitly compute RGGS for generalized Cremmer-Gervais
triples, the only triples satisfying |Γ1|+1 = |Γ| (omitting only one root), thereby
proving Giaquinto’s formula, (1.10), and thus Proposition 1.4. Recall from Ex-
ample 1.1 the results given in [GG]: these triples are indexed by (n,m) where
n = |Γ| + 1 is the dimension, m is relatively prime to n, Γ1 = Γ \ {αn−m},
Γ2 = Γ \ {αm}, and Tαi = αRes(i+m), where Res give the residue mod n in
{1, . . . , n}. Moreover when s is taken to have trace zero in the first component,
it is uniquely given by siiii = 0 and s
ij
ij =
1
2 −
1
n
Res
(
j−i
m
) where i 6= j. Then, the
only difficulty is in computing qsa˜qs, so here we use (1.9) to prove (1.10).
Clearly we have
qsa˜qs =
∑
x∈TP+
q−P
s(x)+r(x)E21x − q
P s(x)−r(x)Ex,(A.1)
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where r(ek − ei+k−j , ei − ej) = s
j,i+k−j
j,i+k−j + s
i,k
i,k, for j < i, since Cx = 0 for
all x. It suffices, then, to show P s(x) − r(x) = 2Ord(x)
n
for all x. Take x =
(ek − ei+k−j , ei− ej). Below we use the notation [statement] = 1 if “statement”
is true and 0 if it is false.
One sees that
(A.2) sj,i+k−jj,i+k−j + s
i,k
i,k = 1−
1
2
[2j = i+ k]−
1
2
[i = k]−
1
n
Res
( i+ k − 2j
m
)
−
1
n
Res
(k − i
m
)
= 1−
1
2
[2j = i+ k]−
1
2
[i = k]−
2
n
Res
(k − j
m
)
+Mi,j,k,
where
(A.3) Mi,j,k = [2j 6= i+ k][Res
(k − j
m
)
> Res
( i+ k − 2j
m
)]
− [i 6= k][Res
(k − j
m
)
< Res
(k − i
m
)
].
Thus, since Res
(
k−j
m
)
= Ord(x), it suffices to show 12 [2j = i + k] +
1
2 [i =
k]+P r(x)+P l(x) = 1+Mi,j,k. Note that i = k iff x ∈ HPTP r and 2j = i+k iff
x ∈ HPTP l, and in these casesMi,j,k = 0, so it suffices to consider x /∈ HPTP .
In this case we need to show 1 +Mi,j,k = P
r(x) + P l(x). Now,
(A.4) 1 +Mi,j,k =
[Res
(k − j
m
)
> Res
( i+ k − 2j
m
)] + [Res
(k − j
m
)
> Res
(k − i
m
)
],
and it is not difficult to see that [Res
(
k−j
m
)
> Res
(
i+k−2j
m
)] = P l(x) while
[Res
(
k−j
m
)
> Res
(
k−i
m
)
] = P r(x). This finishes the proof.
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